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Status: 

We've derived a solution to the problem of how to distribute actuators optimally over 
multiple deformable mirrors which are placed conjugate to different turbulent layer 
altitudes. Closed-form equations determine the configuration that minimizes the total 
number of actuators needed to achieve a given overall fitting error. 

Synopsis 

Fitting error is defined as the root-mean-square residual wavefront error that results from 
an imperfect surface fit by a deformable mirror with a finite number of degrees of 
freedom. 

For a Kolmogorov wavefront the error variance, takes the form 
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where d is the sample spacing of actuators (mapped to the telescope aperture plane), r0 is 
the Fried transverse coherence length, and µ is a parameter that depends on the 
deformable mirror's actuator response function, and the units in which variance is to be 
expressed.  In a multi-conjugate adaptive optics system, there are multiple deformable 
mirrors, each conjugate to a different altitude in the atmosphere, and the question is not 
only how many actuators are needed, but also how should they be distributed among the 
deformable mirrors to achieve a required fitting error.  Intuitively, one would think that 
those DMs conjugate to altitudes where turbulence is low would need fewer actuators 
than those conjugate to high turbulence layers.  

The problem is soluble by means of pareto-optimization*.  First, imagine fixing the total 

number of actuators, N = Σ Ni available for use.  We then move actuators one at a time 
from one DM to any another until the moves no longer reduce the total fitting error.  This 
(optimum) fitting error is parameterized by the total number of actuators.  We can now 
(in the "optimality dual" sense) add to or remove from the total number of actuators, re-
optimizing the distribution each time, until a pre specified fitting error is achieved.  Of 
course, the above rather tedious sounding procedure is just a thought experiment.  When 
worked out mathematically, a closed form solution, parameterized by all the relevant 
quantities, is obtained. 

                                                 
*Pareto-optimal: “The best that could be achieved without disadvantaging at least one 
group” –Web Dictionary of Cybernetics and Systems 



Multi-DM Fitting Error - The Details 

Let's say we have M deformable mirrors at heights (z1, z2, ..., zM).  Layer i of turbulence consists of all the 
turbulence between altitudes zi and zi+1.  The fitting error variance of the i'th DM in correcting the 
turbulence from layer i is 

   

where r0i denotes the cumulative r0 in layer i.  The altitude integrated fitting error variance is 

 

We relate the number of actuators on a (circular aperture) DM to the actuator spacing di and DM size Di by 

 

Note that DM size will need to increase at higher altitudes to accommodate the field of view, hence the 
height dependence of Di. 

Conditions are optimal if moving an actuator from one DM to another produces no marginal improvement 
in total fitting error: 

 

Performing the partial derivatives and solving for Ni we get the following recursion relation 

 

with the "initial" condition 
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